Abstract. This paper addresses the issue of what makes a problem genetic programming (GP)-hard by considering the binomial-3 problem. In the process, we discuss the efficacy of the metaphor of an adaptive fitness landscape to explain what is GP-hard. We indicate that, at least for this problem, the metaphor is misleading.
Introduction
What makes a problem GP-hard? Unlike other areas in evolutionary computation, genetic programming (GP) has but a nascent body of theoretical work that has addressed this subject. Guidance for understanding what makes a problem difficult for GP has come from work and ideas in areas like genetic algorithms (GA). For example, one could take a cue from previous works in GA and posit that what makes for a GP-hard problem is what makes for a GA-hard problem-a rugged fitness landscape (a deceptive fitness landscape, a flat fitness landscape, etc.). As of this writing, however, GP theory has furnished only a few principles to guide practitioners about whether a problem is difficult (or easy). The ability to score the difficulty of a problem in advance of actually trying to solve it with GP has proven troublesome, if only because investigators have yet to identify all of the essential ingredients in creating a difficult problem for GP. In place of theory, then, conventional wisdom in GP has suggested that what makes a problem difficult in GP is a problem's domain. For that reason, many empirical papers that address GP theory feature several different problems from several different domains. In recent years, researchers have moved toward an informal consensus in adopting several of these problem domains as being suitable for investigations in theory.
We have found in our investigations that perhaps for GP, neither prevailing notions of fitness landscapes nor intrinsic properties of a problem's domain have sufficient explanatory power to account for what makes a problem GP-hard. To accomplish this, we have investigated a tunably difficult problem that features the following: a statistically invariant combinatorial search space, a fixed fitness function, a fixed set of GP operators, a fixed function set, and a fixed terminal set.
Previous work
There are but a few theoretical works that address problem difficulty in GP at all. The first work to do so appeared in Koza [1] , Chapter 8. In this work, Koza provided a semi-empirical formula that estimated the number of trials needed to solve a problem with a specified success probability. O'Reilly [2] attempted to extend fitness landscape analysis in GA research (i.e., 3 4 5 ) to GP. Langdon and Poli [6] provided an alternative by proposing to sample a solution space (either exhaustively or using Monte Carlo methods) and applying this technique to a particular problem (i.e., artificial ant on the Santa Fe trail 1 7 . A closely related issue involves GP test problems that are tunably difficult. As of this writing, the GP community has not had a well-recognized suite of test problems (along the lines of the De Jong [8] or Ackley [9] test suites in GA research). There have been several promising candidates, however, Koza [1] provided the first set of tunably difficult problems that have included the Boolean multiplexers and the Boolean parity functions (i.e., both even and odd parity). In his second book, Koza [10] included polynomials (a sextic and a quintic), Boolean symmetry (5-and 6-symmetry), Fourier sine series (3-and 4-terms), the lawnmower problem and the bumble-bee problem. Punch et al. [11] introduced a tunably difficult royal tree problem, which they have designed along the lines of the royal road problem [12] in GA. Gathercole and Ross [13] have proposed the MAX test suite, which they have developed along the lines of the ones-max problem [9] in GA research. Foster and his colleagues have offered the Maximum Clique problem for GP [14] . O'Reilly [15] developed another tunable problem along the lines of the GA Royal Road function. O'Reilly and Goldberg 16 17 have also developed two other problems called ORDER and MAJORITY that have also been patterned after the ones-max problem.
For the most part, however, researchers have turned to examples from Koza's books 1 10 in place of a recognized suite of test problems. Typical suites have included multiplexer, lawnmower, symbolic regression, and artificial ant (in [18] ; Boolean parity, symbolic regression, artificial ant (in [19] ); Boolean parity, sunspot, and intertwined spiral (in [20] ). General domain themes have been to include a problem from each of the following categories; Boolean, symbolic regression, and finite-state machine.
About this paper
This paper describes the binomial-3 problem and presents its statistical portrait as the problem is tuned from relatively easy to relatively difficult. We show that under certain conditions, the problem scales logarithmically in difficulty, where difficulty is measured in terms of the hit-score metric. We present our analysis of this problem and describe the process by which this problem can be tuned. In doing so, the analysis challenges current views about what makes a problem difficult.
The conventional view for thinking about what makes any problem difficult for any EC method has been the metaphor of an adaptive landscape in evolutionary biology. The adaptive landscape, as posed in Wright [21] , has suggested to EC practitioners an optimization of fitness in a multi-dimensional, multi-modal search space. A common idea in EC research has been that the adaptive landscape is primarily an external consideration, an environment, and that EC individuals "walk" on this landscape. This interpretation of the metaphor of an adaptive landscape is not without precedent in evolutionary biology. After all, Wright's illustration of adaptive landscapes looked like topographic maps (which Simpson commented upon in his seminal work 22 49 ) . Noted neo-Darwinist Dobzhansky took Wright's figure of speech one step further and mapped Wright's abstraction of "hills" and "valleys" to real mountains and valleys (i.e., the San Bernadino Mountains, CA, USA) [23; 24, p. 294] . In essence, one can tell merely by looking at an environment how difficult that environment will be for adaptation-a task similar to assessing the Antarctic or the Amazonia for suitability of life. Likewise under the conventional view, one can tell how difficult a problem would be for GP by inspection. Perhaps, one could even rate GP problems in a way that is reminiscent of how rock climbers rate the difficulty of their climbs-with a single metric, regardless of who is doing the actual climb.
In his thesis, Jones [5, p. 46] correctly noted that this common idea of adaptive landscapes is fraught with pitfalls for EC. Instead, Jones proposed a oneoperator/one-landscape view of fitness for GA. In this view, landscapes are directed graphs, the configuration and the traversal of which are determined by a particular operator (e.g., mutation). In a sense, Jones' proposal for a rigorous definition of a fitness landscape is that of constrained externality. In particular, problem difficulty is still primarily an external phenomenon. Problem difficulty is also a constrained phenomenon as well, since the determination of which topological environment a GA individual must traverse is determined by a GA's operators. By framing the fitness landscape as such, Jones and Forrest [25] were able to propose a metric of problem difficulty that was largely independent of a GA. Although there exist counterexamples to Jones and Forrest's metric [26] , for the most they successfully provided a rule-of-thumb measure that predicts a priori problem difficulty, at least for GA.
However, GA behaviors are not necessarily precursors to ones that occur under GP (see [27] ). Despite Jones and Forrest's measure, single metrics that describe the potential difficulty of a problem under GP has proven elusive to find. Instead, conventional wisdom in the field of genetic and evolutionary computation has asserted that epistasis is responsible for the difficulties that one encounters. For that reason, it is a worthwhile to digress momentarily to consider epistasis and the role that it may play in determining problem difficulty.
Like many concepts in the field of genetic and evolutionary computation, epistasis-or "gene interaction"-is a term that has been borrowed from genetics. Unfortunately, like many of these borrowed terms, the borrowing has been imprecise and loose. (See [28] ) for a discussion on how borrowed terms can overconstrain theoretical development in genetic programming.) Many practitioners in GP have come to think of epistasis as meaning one thing without ever realizing that they are evoking disparate meanings of the term.
Wade [29] describes that in genetics, epistasis has two distinct definitions. In molecular and biochemical genetics, epistasis involves a biochemical pathway, i.e., one gene is considered "epistatic" to another if the function of its product is conditional to another gene that operates on the same biochemical pathway. In statistical and quantitative genetics, epistasis is a population concept that describes a nonlinear relationship between phenotypic variations and their underlying genotypes. Epistasis accounts for the phenotypic variation among individuals that cannot be accounted for by an additive treatment of single loci.
The two definitions are not interchangeable. Biochemical epistasis can occur without ever resulting in population epistasis. Population epistasis requires genetic variation; biochemical epistasis does not. Population epistasis cannot occur between genetically identical individuals; biochemical epistasis can, regardless of whether individuals are genetically identical. Population epistasis is intimately associated with the fitness landscapes through Wright [21] ; biochemical epistasis is not beholden to any notion of landscape. Population epistasis has direct implications for individuals to evolve in a changing environment; in biochemical epistasis, the role of an external environment is moot.
Not surprisingly, some of the earliest work in genetic and evolutionary computation defer to Wright's usage of epistasis. For example, even though Fraser [30] never really uses the term epistasis, he clearly employs it in the population sense of the word (i.e., as inter-locus interactions). Likewise Holland (1975) , also uses the term in the population sense. To some degree, Jones and Forrest [25] do as well. Later works in GA, as in 31 32 also presuppose this view. In GA, a bit string that is devoid of any environmental context is not meaningful-there is no sense that bits would interact with other bits until a fitness function is defined.
On the other hand, in GP, an individual that is devoid of any environmental context can still be evaluated. One can execute (though not score) a GP individual without any knowledge of its fitness function. In many instances, one can even anticipate node-to-node interactions, again without any knowledge of that individual's fitness function. For that reason, researchers in GP have correctly used the term epistasis to describe these node-to-node interactions. However, and this is key, the use of epistasis is in the biochemical sense of the term, which is in conflict with prior usage of epistasis in the field of genetic and evolutionary computation.
In this paper, we show that problem difficulty can largely be driven by factors that have usually been considered internal to an EC algorithm. In the binomial-3 problem, the "outside" is not the necessary component that determines problem difficulty. A fitness function does not need to correspond to a "rugged" environment for a GP to encounter difficulty. Instead, the source of difficulty stems from "internal" conflicts involving content, context, and the emergent strategies that arise to quell them. It is in the process of solving the problem and not the problem itself that difficulty ensues. Perhaps difficulty for GP, then, is not so much pictured as a photograph from Ansel Adam's series "Sierra Nevada: The John Muir Trail" [33] a portfolio of the soaring peaks and the deep valleys of the Sierra Nevada. Perhaps at least for some cases in GP, a more appropriate picture of difficulty would be Edvard Munch's painting "The Scream"-an oil depicting an internally tortured soul on what would otherwise be a fairly mundane landscape. In other words, we would claim that the metaphor of population epistasis, as has been traditionally used in the genetic and evolutionary computation community, is not the appropriate framing to understand problem difficulty in GP. We would, however, reinforce the use of the metaphor of biochemical epistasis, and claim that node-node interactions play a significant role in determining problem difficulty that is distinct and separate from that of a fitness landscape.
Experiment description
This section describes our experiment and includes a description of the binomial-3 problem.
Binomial-3 problem description
The binomial-3 problem is an instance taken from symbolic regression and involves solving for the function f x = 1 + 3x + 3x 2 + x 3 . The term "binomial" refers to the sequence of coefficients in this polynomial; the "3" refers to the order of this polynomial.
We define the binomial-3 problem as follows. Fitness cases are 50 equidistant points generated from the equation f x = 1 + 3x + 3x 2 + x 3 over the interval −1 0 . Raw fitness score is the sum of absolute error. A hit is defined as being within 0.01 in ordinate of a fitness case for a total of 50 hits. The stop criterion is when an individual in a population first scores 50 hits. Adjusted fitness is the reciprocal of the quantity one plus raw fitness score.
A function set is a subset of + − × ÷ , which corresponds to the arithmetic operators of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and protected division. We define protected division as the operator that returns one if the denominator is exactly zero. Typical function sets include + − × ÷ , which we presume for this paper. Other sets may include other permutations such as + × or − × .
A terminal set is a subset of X R , where X is the symbolic variable and R is the set of ephemeral random constants (ERCs). We presume that the ERCs are uniformly distributed over a specified interval of the form −a R a R , where a R is a real number that specifies the range for ERCs. We require that each ERC is generated but once at population initialization and is not changed in value during the course of a GP run. Typical terminal sets include either X (a binomial-3 problem without ERCs) or X R (a binomial-3 problem with ERCs). For example, a small population of two individuals consisting of two terminals apiece could have as a terminal set X −0 1 0 3 0 8 . It would not be unusual to have a terminal set consisting of X and several thousand terminal constants for a population size in the range of several hundred individuals.
Tuning is achieved by varying the value associated with a R . We defer until Section 4 the discussion of how a R affects problem difficulty without changing the combinatorial search space.
Binomial-3 problem background
The binomial-3 problem shares many properties that are common to other problems in GP. It requires symbol manipulation. It allows for nocs (i.e., non-coding segments, also known as introns or unexpressed code). It affords GP to choose from multiple approaches to solve for the same problem. Of these properties, the latter two warrant further explanation.
The problem allows for several types of nocs, some of which involve the 3-tuple structure −X X . Multiplication of this structure to any other results in a value of zero. Division by this structure to any other results in a value of 1. We note that other types can be derived or are similar to these basic two.
The problem affords GP to choose from multiple approaches. For example, equivalent solutions include 1
In addition to these equivalent approaches, there exists a number of approximate approaches (e.g., rational polynomials that fit all 50 points, but not necessarily anywhere else). There are several ways to generate numerical coefficients as well. For example, the coefficient 2 can be generated by using an ERC that (approximately) equals this value. It can be generated with the value 0.5 and taking the reciprocal of that value. It can also be generated through distribution, e.g., x + x . We surmise that the total number of ways to solve the binomial-3 problem to be on the order of a few thousand (i.e. see [34] ).
The choice of coefficients, form, and order of the target function f x for the binomial-3 problem was purposeful and deliberate. The use of f x = 1 + x 3 has allowed for an extended mathematical treatment [34] .
The binomial-3 problem does not share an antecedent with a related test problem in GA research, but its domain has an extended history in GP. One of the earliest, intuitive applications of GP has involved data modeling under the moniker of symbolic regression. In [1] , symbolic regression has been synonymous with function identification, which involves finding a mathematical model that fits a given data set. Closely linked problems have included sequence induction, Boolean concept learning, empirical discovery, and forecasting. Typically, practitioners use GP and symbolic regression in several ways: as a benchmark problem to test GP systems, as a software demonstration or tutorial, and as a means of generating mathematical models for real-world domains. The latter area includes applications in control systems, bioengineering, biochemistry, image compression, and finance.
In spite of these works, we recognize that from a purely practical standpoint, there exist modifications to standard GP that may be better suited for data modeling. This seems to have been particularly true in the generation of parameter constants, which standard GP does awkwardly with ERCs. Recent developments in GP indicate methods that appear to generate constants with greater efficacy than as with using ERCs (e.g., 35 36 37 ) .
Our interest in using ERCs stems from their worth in illustrating fundamental processes in GP dynamics. ERC values can serve as tracers that allow tracking of individual nodes, if each ERC value is unique and generated just once. ERCs can also be used to address building block issues, as we have done in [34] .
Experiment procedure
We used a patched version of lilgp [38] to generate our data. Most of the modifications were done for bug fixes, as well as to add other features for use in other experiments (e.g., strong typing and population initialization). The patches came from three sources: Luke, Andersen, and Daida. Luke's patches consist of memory leak fixes, multi-threading bug fixes. His enhancements also include provisions for strong-typing (which we did not use) and population initialization. Andersen's fixes included patches to Luke's population initialization routine, so that population initialization could include integer-valued ERCs. Our patches include modifications to the population initialization routine, so that population initialization could include real-valued ERCs. We also replaced the random number generator (RNG) in lilgp (Knuth subtractive RNG) with the Mersenne Twister 39 40 . The Mersenne Twister has excellent mathematical properties that make this RNG a reasonable candidate for theoretical work in GP. (See [41] [42] [43] for issues concerning RNGs.) We configured lilgp to run as a single thread, to mitigate against possible artifacts introduced by parallelizing an RNG. We note that lilgp supports the use of ERCs and that ERCs in lilgp are generated once at population initialization. For all practical purposes, all ERC values generated at population initialization are unique, with every ERC value having just one instance in an initial population.
Most of the GP parameters were identical to those mentioned in [1, chapter 7] : population size = 500; crossover rate = 0.9; replication rate = 0.1; population initialization with ramped half-and-half; initialization depth of 2-6 levels; and fitnessproportionate selection. Other parameter values were maximum generations = 200 and maximum tree depth = 26 (Note: these last two parameters differ from those presented in [1] , which specified a maximum number of generations = 51 and a maximum depth = 17. Part of the reason we extended these parameters was to delay possible effects that occur when GP processes individuals at these limits.)
The main experiment involved varying the tuning parameter a R . We used seven values of a R 0 1 1 2 3 10 100 1000. We also ran one control with no ERCs. Eight data sets were collected in all: Control (No ERCs), Tenth (ERC: −0 1 0 1 ), Unity (ERC: −1 1 ), Two (ERC: −2 2 ), Three (ERC: −3 3 ), Ten (ERC: −10 10 ), Hundred (ERC: −100 100 ), and Thousand (ERC: −1000 1000 ). Each data set consisted of 600 trials for a total of 4,800 runs for the main part.
We did another, albeit limited, experiment that involved fixing the tuning parameter a R , but varying the population size. In this experiment, we collected two data sets with a R = 1, but with population sizes of 50 and 5000, respectively. All other parameters were set as in the main experiment. Each data set consisted of 600 trials for a total of 1200 runs for the main part.
We note that the total amount of computation represented by both experiments is specified as 1,086,000,000 GP individual evaluations, which is equivalent to about 21,720 trials of typical size in the GP community (e.g., 50 generations, population size 1,000). This figure approaches the amount of computation indicated in [18] . All trials were run on Sun Ultra workstations. Table 1 summarizes the best-of-trial results of the experiment. The best possible score is 600. Throughout the course of this paper, we used perfect, upper decile, and upper quartile hit-score measures of problem difficulty.
Results
The inclusion of ERCs as a whole increased problem difficulty. Without ERCs, the binomial-3 was an easy problem to solve, with five out of six trials resulting in a perfect score. We note that for the most part, the general trend is that if a R ≥ 1 and a R increasing, the problem becomes increasingly more difficult to solve. (That trend does not hold for 0 ≤ a R < 1). Figure 1 plots the results for a R ≥ 1 in Table 1 , with hit scores normalized to 100%. The regression coefficient is −0 997. Table 1 and Figure 1 represent just three slices of the best-of-trial distribution associated with each data set. Subsequently, Figure 2 shows the full distribution of hit scores per data set. The distributions are generally unimodal. Figure 3 summarizes the results from the following data sets: Control, Tenth, Unity, Two, Three, Ten, Hundred, and Thousand. Each plot shows 600 points, with each point corresponding to a best-of-trial individual. Rows are arranged by data set.
In creating the plots for the second and third columns, we added a small amount of uniform random noise to both x y coordinates of each point. We did this for Figure 1 . Tuning of hit score vs a R . This log-log plot shows the relationship between the tuning parameter a R and the hit score. The problem becomes progressively more difficult as a R increases.
visualization only. The quantities corresponding to node count, depth, and generation are integer values-because of this, a single dot could correspond to many data points. The noise was added to displace points visually away from each other. That technique was not repeated for the first column, if only because adjusted fitness is a real-, not integer-valued quantity. The first column of Figure 3 shows the effect of ERC range concerning node count versus adjusted fitness. From Unity to Thousand data sets, the cluster of points appears to progress from right to left (higher to lower fitness). The results from the Tenth data set appear similar to the results from the Hundred data set. The vertical line of data points in Control corresponds to those best-of-trial individuals that had perfect adjusted fitness scores.
The second column of Figure 3 shows the effect of ERC range concerning node count versus the generation in which the best-of-trial individual was identified. Note that the individuals that occur near generation zero are generally concise and have likely required less computational effort to generate than those solutions near generation 200. From Unity to Hundred, the cluster of points appears to progress toward the right. That overall pattern breaks down for Thousand. The pattern for Tenth is similar to that for Hundred.
The third column of Figure 3 shows the effect of ERC range concerning node count versus the depth of the best-of-trial individuals. The lines indicate the upper and lower bounds for the numbers of nodes that can be present in a tree for a certain depth. From Unity to Hundred, the cluster of points appears to progress toward the right. That overall pattern breaks down for Thousand, which appears more like Control. The pattern for Tenth is similar to that for Hundred. Figure 4 summarizes the results from the experiment that involved fixing the tuning parameter a R , but changing the parameter for population size. One could consider the limited experiment as population variations on Unity. Each plot shows 600 points, with each point corresponding to a best-of-trial individual. Rows are arranged by population size. The layout and method of visualization for this data is similar to that of Figure 3 . 
Discussion

Tuning
The experiment demonstrates clearly that the problem difficulty can be tuned by means of varying a R . As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 , the hit scores for perfect, upper decile, and upper quartile were monotonically decreasing for increasing a R for a R ≥ 1. The hit scores for perfect are well described with a log-log regression fit. That the findings are representative of the data as a whole is supported by the distributions of Figure 2 , which indicated that perfect, upper decile, and upper quartile are representative for the binomial-3 problem.
The crux of this paper addresses why the binomial-3 problem is tunable in this way. A reasonable notion associated with increasing a R is that GP needs to sort through an increasing number of ERCs. Consequently, the problem becomes more difficult because there are that many more ERCs from which to choose. We show otherwise by examining our claim that the combinatorial search space remains statistically invariant even though a R varies.
As it turns out, the specification of ERCs as we have alluded to for the binomial-3 problem suggests the following (typical) implementation. Let there be two terminal types X and r, where X is a symbolic variable and r a terminal of type ERC. From the perspective of the user, this is what is typically specified, as opposed to X and the N different terminals of constants that have a unique value. The terminal r serves as a token, a placeholder. Instead of managing N different terminals, GP manages one terminal type, r, which references a list of ERC values by means of an index set (e.g., a hash table). In essence, GP operates on X and a set of tokens whose values are determined elsewhere. Consequently, by changing a R , what is changed is not the number of tokens, but the table of lookup values that are assigned to those tokens. Figure 5 shows an example of this in a hypothetical population. The grayed circles represent tokens. The accompanying table shows ERC values that occur for two different ranges of a R . (Note: in actuality, two different random number seeds were chosen for each ERC range to generate two independent samples.) The combinatorial search space remains statistically invariant even though a R varies. (For example, the number of ERCs allocated for a population of 500 individuals, regardless of a R , was roughly 4 500 ± 400.) In other words, the total number of structural permutations that are possible does not change (although the transition matrix from one set of possible structures to another may change).
Internal conflict: content and context
If the combinatorial search space remains statistically invariant, and if fitness function, function set, and specifications for crossover and replication remain constant, what causes the problem to vary in difficulty?
In posing a problem like the binomial-3, we have shifted away from linking problem difficulty with problem scalability. Examples of scalable genre include parity and multiplexer problems (which increase in difficulty with increases to the number of inputs). Instead, we have linked problem difficulty with terminal selection, in which the task is to choose the most appropriate set of terminals out of a large set to solve for the problem. Genres like these also have practical implications for real-world applications.
Without knowing the results presented in Section 3, one could reasonably hold the expectation that the binomial-3 problem would actually get easier as a R increases. Intuitively, this would make sense. It is easier to visualize how the value 1 makes more sense in solving for x + 1 3 than the value 1,000. Clearly, the "obviously wrong" values would be selected against. For example, [1] describes the Biathlon, in which GP addresses two completely unrelated problems in the course of a single run. In each version of the Biathlon, the problem changed from symbolic regression to artificial ant. Only a single function set and a single terminal set was provided. What was claimed was that GP was able to solve for each problem, in spite of a large number of irrelevant functions and terminals.
By positing the hypothesis that the binomial-3 problem would actually get easier as a R increases, one is arguing that content matters in what makes a problem GPhard. While for many GP practitioners this makes reasonable sense, in the larger scope of EC theoretical research on fitness landscapes, the linkage is not obvious. Terminal content is a matter that arguably goes beyond the operator and directed graph formalism of fitness landscapes. Furthermore, it would also mean that one intrinsically binds the concept of fitness landscapes to not just the fitness function and parse-tree representation, but to the components used to solve for the fitness function. In other words, one could recreate a fitness landscape, albeit one specific to GP, by either an exhaustive or Monte Carlo sampling of random parse tree programs created from program components.
We would agree that content matters. However, we would also argue that content alone does not determine problem difficulty. After all, the binomial-3 problem became harder as a R increased. We posit that context also matters and that context is an emergent by-product of GP processing.
To a GP system working with X and N random tokens r, at the outset, all values corresponding to r are equally valid. It is only after a few iterations of GP that any values of r gain any meaning (worth) towards solving the problem. Anything that confounds moving toward a common meaning for a value of r hinders selection, since the worth ascribed is inconsistent. What drives inconsistency is the context of an ERC value in a parse tree. Figure 6 illustrates two common inconsistencies that can arise. Figure 6 (a) shows the inconsistencies that arise when the context of an ERC value switches from a noc to a functional expression. In this example, there are two ERC tokens r 1 and r a , where r a is not expressed in Parent 1 and r 1 exists as a part of Parent 2. In this hypothetical example, r 1 can occur in the next generation as part of either of two possible children. The possible tree fragments are functionally equivalent to x + r 1 or x + 1 . We assume that x + 1 is a desired fragment towards the solution of the problem. In either possible child, the meaning of r 1 is conflicted: in one instance r 1 means nothing and in the other instance r 1 Figure 6 . Illustration of two different kinds of context shifts. The context of ERC helps to determine its functional meaning: (a) for nocs; (b) for division. appears in the expression of the tree fragment. We note that the magnitude of this conflict increases as r 1 increases. The probability of this occurring increases as the range increases. For example, a value taken from the range −1 1 , say 0.9, appears alternately as x + 1 or x + 0 9 . In contrast, a value taken from the range −1000 1000 , say 999.9, appears alternately as x + 1 or x + 999 9 .
Nocs probably represent the most dramatic way an ERC value can result in inconsistencies. However, there are other ways that produce such conflicts (e.g., as shown in Figure 6b ). As in the hypothetical example depicted in Figure 6(a) , the meaning of r 1 is conflicted: in one instance, r 1 appears in the numerator and in the other instance, r 1 appears in the denominator. We note that as in the previous example, the magnitude of possible conflict can increase as either r 1 ≥ 1 and r 1 increases or r 1 < 1 and r 1 decreases. We further note that Figures 6(a) and (b) represent just two of several avenues in which inconsistencies can arise in trying to ascribe worth to an ERC token.
We point out that context-driven inconsistency is not an either/or proposition. As a GP run progresses, it is not uncommon for "relatives" to exchange subtrees, which results in multiple instances of single token. We have shown in [34] that what starts out as a single instance of a particular token value at generation 0 can result at the end of a GP run, 10 3 -10 4 instances of that same value. Not surprisingly, then, the same ERC value can simultaneously exist on both sides of an inconsistency.
Taken in a different perspective, context-dependency is a consequence that can occur as a result of crossover. Large swings in meaning can significantly affect the functional meaning of an individual and these swings can be either beneficial or deleterious. It is these deleterious swings that other researchers have labeled as "destructive" crossover. In a sense, varying a R varies the destructive effect of crossover.
Evidence for the phenomena that we have described can be seen in Figure 3 . Works by others have indicated general trends when destructive crossover has taken place. The amount of nonfunctional code increases with the destructiveness of crossover; the nonfunctional code serves as a sort of buffer. Consequently, an increase in destructive crossover tends to increase the amount of nonfunctional code, which in turn creates for larger and deeper individuals 44 45 . Thus trends in program size and shape shown in Figure 3 support this. Shorter best-of-trial individuals tended to occur earlier in a GP-run; larger best-of-trial individuals tended to occur later. As the difficulty of the problem increased, the runs generally took longer and the programs were larger ( Figure 3, column 2) . Likewise, as the difficulty of the problem increased, the programs were deeper (Figure 3, column 2) .
Researchers have also argued that there are limits to this buffering effect and that there are emergent processes that occur as GP evolves individuals toward the depth limit, in part because of this code growth [44] [45] [46] . In Figure 3 column one, the trend in adjusted fitness for Unity-Hundred showed the distribution moving gradually from high fitness to low fitness. However, in Thousand, we not that the pattern for adjusted fitness collapsed; the pattern for generations became inchoate, and the pattern for depth no longer followed the general trend. We suggest that Thousand represents a case where the buffering effect, as well as associated emergent processes, was no longer able to overcome the destructive effect of crossover.
That context and content ultimately lie at the root of the destructive effect of crossover is indicated in Figure 3 , Tenth. Figure 6(b) represents the case where context switching between numerator and denominator can be significant, particularly for values of r 1 For some, the issues of context and content are fairly obvious. For example, one could pose the binomial-3 problem as a search and selection of suitable "instructions": the better suited instructions are for solving a problem, the easier a problem is to solve. Such concepts have been explored in 47 48 . While work like Levin's has bearing on the binomial-3 problem, of interest to us has been how these seemingly obvious concepts play out in GP dynamics. There are definite patterns in shape and size of individuals that have occurred that are not fully explainable by these early works concerning Kolmogorov complexity. Only recently has quantitative evidence been found for O'Reilly, and Oppacher's [49] conjecture that both context and content of subtrees matter [15] [16] [17] . Indeed, the results shown in Figure 3 and in [34] also substantiate O'Reilly and Oppacher's conjecture. Furthermore, our results provide quantitative evidence that links context and content with the phenomenon of destructive crossover. Our results strongly suggest that destructive crossover and disruption are related, but not identical phenomena. Under O'Reilly and Oppacher's conjecture, it is crossover that can destroy the organization of subtrees, consequently disrupting their meaning. However, in the case of single-node subtress, crossover within a leaf node is not allowable. What is left, instead, is the disruption of meaning that occurs when moving a wholly intact leaf node to another part of an individual.
We also note that these effects of context and content represent an internal consideration. They indicate that what makes a problem GP-hard is not solely an external consideration-i.e., an environment. The fitness function did not need to be "rugged" for GP to encounter difficulty. Moreover, it was a process of solving for the fitness function and not intrinsically the fitness function itself in which difficulty occurred. It is for reasons like these which beg the metaphor of landscapes in describing what makes a problem GP-hard (See 34 49 ). 
Emergent strategies of meaning
Is syntactical representation-which is often implicit in EC landscape theoriessufficient in describing what makes a problem GP-hard? Perhaps our current framing of context and content is incorrect. Perhaps we could recover aspects of the landscape metaphor by framing functions and terminals as part of the external environment, i.e., a landscape of content and context. Perhaps what needs to be articulated is a local syntactical neighborhood of content and context and not, as we have proposed, an alternative metaphor.
To a certain degree, it may be possible to consider context and content as purely syntactical considerations. For example, x + r 1 and x × r 2 can be viewed as an injective algebraic mapping from the set of reals to reals. Changing syntax can change their mapping, i.e., x + x and r 1 × r 2 . Given this interpretation, one can design a "neighborhood" based on various permutations of x, r 1 , and r 2 . Nevertheless, we would assert that syntax would account for only a part of the phenomena observed.
In Section 4.1, we introduced the notion that the combinatorial search occurs over ERC tokens, rather than ERC values. The notion is a fairly general one-we can extend this notion to the other elements of the function and terminal sets. Combinatorial search space would therefore translate as a search through permutations of various tokens in parse trees. However, what determines each token's meaning?
We speculate that a token's meaning and an individual's fitness (relative to a GP solving a specified problem) are not tantamount to each other and are therefore not bound solely by considerations of representation. Not only does GP work with syntactical traversals, say from x + r 1 to x + x , but GP also needs to determine workable meanings to the tokens that correspond to x +, and r 1 . Furthermore, each token's meaning may or may not have anything to do with an individual's fitness. We would subsequently consider a token's meaning to be a by-product of processes like recombination and selection in GP.
Before we continue, we should note that work described in this paper does not directly address the issue of the evolution of meaning for GP tokens. Nevertheless, this work does offer clues that suggest this direction of inquiry.
One can consider this work's experiments as exercises in GP "determining" the meaning of various ERC tokens. Each trial consists of several thousand unique ERC tokens. Some of these tokens represent values that are more meaningful to solving the binomial-3 problem than would other values. Intuitively, one would expect that values close to "1" would be more meaningful than say a value of "1000" in solving for x + 1 3 . Intuitively, one would expect that the GP selection process would sift for values close to "1." If this were true, GP would have to solve not one, but two problems. One problem involves creating a mathematical model such that this model fits the supplied data points. This problem is the one a user specifies. The other problem involves creating error-correcting mechanisms to deal with errant ERC values that are not used or needed for a solution.
The error-correcting problem is an emergent one that GP would need to address to solve for f x . We can illustrate this need with the following scenario. Let f a x be an individual in a GP population. Furthermore let f a x = f x + r, where r is an ERC with a value of 5. GP can obtain the desired solution f x in the next generation by eliminating r from an individual, i.e., by exchanging r with a subtree that evaluates to zero. Alternatively, GP might eventually obtain f x by eliminating r from a population, i.e., by placing r in individuals that are increasingly less likely to reproduce in subsequent generations. GP can obtain f x by absorbing r, i.e., multiplying that ERC with a subtree that evaluates to zero. Finally, GP can obtain f x by incorporating r into another individual f b x , such that f x = f b x + r. In this scenario, either elimination, absorption, or incorporation represent errorcorrecting mechanisms that deal with errant ERC values.
We can partially illustrate this emergent determination of meaning by showing two things: evidence of sifting and selection of certain ERC values over other ERC values and evidence of a shift in strategies between Control and Unity. Concerning sifting and selection of ERC values, we note that all we would need to do is show that some ERC values are preferred over others. This preference would show up quantitatively as increases in the number of tokens that correspond to certain values-an increasingly "meaningful" token would result in increasing numbers of that particular token as a GP trial progresses. All ERC values have exactly one token at start; any substantial increase of that number at the end of a GP trial would suggest at least some utility of that token in solving for f x . Furthermore, while it seems commonsensical that the ERC values close to the absolute value of "1" would appear to be most "meaningful," it is possible that entirely different ERC values are considered meaningful between various GP individuals. Evidence for consistent "meaning" would be reflected in the sifting and selection of certain ERC values not at the scale that observes individuals, but at, say the scale that observes trends across many populations.
Concerning a shift in strategies, we note that Control represents a circumstance in which the value "1" is relatively easy to attain, e.g., x ÷ x . It is also easy to show that it is possible to solve for f x without having to resort to any constants whatsoever. The introduction of ERC tokens in Unity increases the likelihood that GP would need to respond with error correction. Error correction would result in a pronounced shift in approaches used in solving for f x . (We note that the terminal set for Control is a subset of that in Unity. It is entirely possible for there to be no shift in the approaches taken by the best-of-trial individual in Unity.) To show this shift quantitatively, we would need to classify the types of GP best-oftrial individuals and, subsequently, show the change in the number of individuals that populate these classes between Control and Unity. Such a shift would yield empirical evidence for the existence of the emergent error-correcting mechanisms.
As an aside, we mention that even for this modest amount of evidence, the effort required to obtain it has been involved. Indeed, most of the software development implicit in this paper lay not in the development of the binomial-3 problem, but in the development of custom tools that could aid in our collection, management and analysis of data (which currently amounts to a few gigabytes). For example, to collect evidence of sifting, we designed software that would detect in which generation a best-of-trial individual would be found, and then set up scripts which would rerun all 600 trials in Unity such that a "snapshot" would be taken of the entire population in which a best-of-trial individual appeared. After the Unity trials were rerun, another software tool parsed each population snapshot to extract counts for each ERC token-the counts were summarized in a file that contained token counts for all Unity trials. A third software tool binned and visualized the token counts.
To collect evidence on a strategy shift for just the 50-hit best-of-trial individuals for Control and Unity, we designed a software tool that could algebraically interpret and subsequently translate a best-of-trial individual to a Mathematica expression. This step was necessary and non-trivial, since all instances of divide-by-zero had to be replaced with "1." It was impractical to do this step by hand-a best-of-trial individual could easily span several pages of type and there were several hundred individuals to analyze. These Mathematica expressions were then algebraically simplified, factored, and plotted. Again we would add that the simplifications resulted in non-trivial expressions, some of which were rational polynomials equal to or greater than the order of 50. We subsequently classified each expression by hand, which meant perusing over 600 pages of polynomials. Figure 7 shows a histogram of all ERC values from 30,000 individuals (500 individuals per population snapshot per trial, 600 trials). Each population snapshot was [34] for an extended discussion on the idiosyncracies of this distribution. A follow-up discussion of this distribution is also given in [27] . Figure 8 shows pie charts of how three broad classes of GP individuals are distributed between Control (no ERC tokens) and Unity (with ERC values distributed −1 1 ). Only individuals that scored 50-hits (i.e., those that met the stop criterion) were classified. The three classes are Perfect, Close Approximate, and Approximate. Perfect refers to those individuals that simplify to f x = x + 1 3 , exactly. Close Approximate refers to those individuals that simplify to a third-order polynomial with coefficients that are approximately equal to those in f x . Approximate refers to non-third order (including rational) polynomials that satisfy the hit criterion near each of the 50 fitness cases, but are not necessarily approximate to f x anywhere else. A comparison between Control and Unity individuals shows a distinct change in approach. A much larger ratio of Approximate individuals occur in Unity than in Control (43-84%). A much smaller ratio of Perfect individuals occur in Unity than in Control (0.5-57%). There are no members of Close Approximate for the Con- trol case, even though such individuals are possible. This shift in classification is consistent with the hypothesis of error correction. Figure 9 shows an example of individuals taken from Control and Unity, respectively. Both individuals scored 50 hits. Both are typical individuals from the smaller end (i.e., fewer nodes per individual) of their respective groupings. The statistical trends of sifting (i.e., Figure 7 ) are reflected in the Unity individual. For example, the Unity individual illustrates how one ERC value tends to predominate over all other values in that individual. In this case, the value −0 82256 represents 45% Figure 9 . Representative examples from Control (no ERCs) and Unity a R = 1 . Although one would anticipate that individuals from Control and Unity to be different, we note that these differences are reflected in this work's quantitative results.
of total number of ERC values in that individual (i.e., 47 ERC values total distributed among 13 unique values). The next highest number of ERC values (i.e., 4) represents only a fifth of that number.
The statistical trends of classes (i.e., Figure 8 ) are also reflected in the individuals shown in Figure 9 . Each individual represents a predominant class: the predominant approach in Control is Perfect; for Unity, Approximate. Both Control and Unity feature error-correcting mechanisms of incorporation, elimination, and absorption. The degree to which these mechanisms exist, however, do differ. For example, we can examine the degree to which these mechanisms exists by examining −X X , a common 3-tuple structure that can be used in conjunction with multiplication or protected division to create such mechanisms. In Control, this element represents about 35% of all 3-tuple structures-a ratio that happened to be higher than what one would expect by chance alone (i.e., 25%). In Unity, that ratio dipped to 3%, which happened to be lower than one would expect by chance alone (i.e., 6%). In Control, −X X contributed towards an appropriate solution. In Unity, the only incident of −X X was used to absorb significant number of ERC values, several of which appeared only in this individual's noc. Note that in Figure 9 , the nocs are highlighted while the structure −X X is bolded.
Taken together, Figures 7-9 provide quantitative evidence that suggest meaning is not a purely syntactical consideration, but is partly the result of emergent processes in evolving populations. The findings suggest an additional wrinkle to our response of what makes a problem GP-hard. In particular, part of what makes a problem GP-hard is an inability of GP to find consistent meaning to its tokens-a failed "search for meaning." This finding augments Goldberg and O'Reilly's study of the role contextual semantics in GP dynamics [16] . In their work, contextual semantics were studied with a small set of primitives with distinct and precise meanings. They showed that contextual semantics can dramatically influence size and shape of individuals. In this work, contextual semantics are extended to a fairly large set of primitives (several thousand) with various and ambiguous shades of meaning. We show that contextual semantics can significantly influence the difficulty of a problem. It is this "search for meaning," this "evolution of contextual semantics," that we believe plays a substantial role in determining whether a problem is GP-hard.
We point out that much of our analysis on context-driven inconsistency did not depend on the presence or knowledge of a fitness function. In particular, the behaviors that were described, starting with Figure 6 , would have occurred in the presence of no selection pressure at all (i.e., no fitness function). Although this does resonate with the notion of biological epistasis, we note that it resonates in the meaning of the term that is quite different from the usage of the term in statistical and quantitative (population) genetics. In particular, the population sense of the term does require the notion of an external environment that provides some form of selection pressure. There is no such pressure that has been presupposed in our analysis in context-driven dependency. Instead, the behavior that is noted in context-driven inconsistency is a kind of epistasis, but in the sense of molecular and biochemical genetics. Furthermore, as in the sense of molecular and biochemical genetics, epistasis is a phenomena that does not require a fitness landscape. This distinction is paramount, if only because work in genetic and evolutionary computation has employed a population view of epistasis, and has subsequently borrowed the mathematics of this view. Our results suggest that perhaps this is not an appropriate borrowing to describe context-driven inconsistency. It is why we believe that rugged landscapes may not always be the most appropriate metaphor for what makes a problem difficult in GP and why Munch's painting might be, instead. 2 
A note on population size
Conventional wisdom suggests that larger population size can compensate for increasing problem difficulty. Figures 3 and 4 certainly support this wisdom, at least for the Unity case. Average adjusted fitness went up as population increased: 50 individuals, 0.41 average adjusted fitness, 0.24 standard deviation; 500 individuals, 0.76 average adjusted fitness, 0.11 standard deviation; 5000 individuals, 0.86 average adjusted fitness, 0.05 standard deviation. These results were statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U test, individual alpha of 0.001, for all permutations of adjusted fitness for the three populations.) We note, however, that while the average adjusted fitness did increase, the overall trajectory of individuals in size vs. adjusted fitness remained fairly consistent. We further note that the large attractor at the adjusted fitness score of about 0.8 in size vs. adjusted fitness did not move. Furthermore, in spite of a much larger population, no attractor appeared at the adjusted fitness score of 1.0, as it did in Control.
The findings suggest that while increasing population size can improve the overall performance, a ceiling to increased performance can still exist. We do not claim that such ceilings exists for all problems, or for that matter, all GP configurations using other crossover or mutation variations. However, in the binomial-3 case for our GP configuration, this "ceiling" occurred between the two attractors between 0.8 and 1.0 in adjusted fitness. In other words, increased population meant that more individuals gathered around the 0.8 attractor. It did not result in individuals gathering around the 1.0 attractor.
Practical implications
Our findings suggest a few practical implications for real-world applications, given the following caveat: our recommendations are based on a single, albeit extensive examination of the binomial-3 problem. Although we believe that the binomial-3 problem is representative of a large class of GP problems that involve data modeling, note that we have not considered other data models in this paper.
For applications of GP in data modeling, it may be beneficial in the long run to:
• Pay attention to the composition and possible interactions between functions and terminal sets. Ambiguities, like large contextual swings in meaning (e.g., the effect of the token with value "1000" as it passes in and out of a noc), can inadvertently contribute to making a problem difficult.
• Cull functions and terminals by trial and error. We have illustrated that there may be performance ceilings that may be intrinsic to a particular specification of a problem. For example, a GP with ERCs might be considered a more general problem solver than a GP without. However, we have shown that even the best GP performance using ERCs is only fair in comparison to GP using no ERCs-a finding that is particular to the binomial-3 problem. In a sense, it could be argued that we "tuned" the problem specification for enhancing GP performance (i.e., by removing ERCs from the function set).
• Consider treating data modeling as a two-stage process for GP. The first stage would be using GP to discover a select subset of terminals and functions from a more general set. The second stage would be using GP to determine an appropriate data model. Our findings for the binomial-3 problem is that as capable as GP is in working with general function and terminal sets, GP seemed to work best with a function and terminal set that is specific to the problem at hand. Furthermore, the existence of a performance ceiling may preclude the efficacy of relying solely on a one-stage process.
Conclusions
What makes a problem GP-hard? This paper has considered the metaphor of a fitness landscape in describing problem difficulty and has indicated that this metaphor may not have sufficient explanatory power. In particular, we reinforced the use of the metaphor of biochemical epistasis, and claim that node-node interactions play a significant role in determining problem difficulty that is distinct and separate from that which has been ascribed to a fitness landscape and population epistasis. We have examined one of the formalisms that have results from that metaphor and have shown that formalisms derived under GA do adequately account for phenomena observed in GP.
The particular phenomena that we have examined are results from the binomial-3 problem. The binomial-3 is our, albeit simple, test problem that does not have an antecedent in GA research, but is an instance from a domain that has had an extensive history of use in GP. We have quantitatively demonstrated that this problem is tunable while keeping the combinatorial search space invariant. We have also demonstrated that the tuning characteristics of this problem are well posed and monotonic with respect to the tuning parameter a R .
Our analysis has shown that both content and context matter in determining problem difficulty. We have shown that conflicts in meaning can result when the context of the terminal content is switched. We have made a case that this conflict is an emergent phenomenon and is a result of GP attempting to ascribe consistent worth among subtrees. For that reason, we have suggested that the conflict in trying to ascribe worth is largely internal process, as opposed to an external environmental that is suggested by the metaphor a fitness landscape. The results provide quantitative evidence that supports conjectures in GP theory that both context and content are integral factors to consider.
Our analysis has also indicated that "meaning," specifically the meaning ascribed to individual nodes, can be viewed as an emergent phenomena. We have shown quantitative evidence for error-correcting mechanisms that have appeared, apparently as needed, to address the problem of nodes that turn out to have detrimental meanings. For this reason, we have suggested that syntax and structure only partially determine problem difficulty. Our findings have augmented work in contextual semantics in GP. We have shown that contextual semantics can significantly influence the difficulty of a problem. It is this "search for meaning," this "evolution of contextual semantics," that we believe plays a substantial role in determining whether a problem is GP-hard. It is also why we believe that rugged landscapes may not always be the most appropriate metaphor for what makes a problem difficult in GP and why Munch's painting of an internally tortured individual might be instead.
Finally, we have indicated a few practical implications of our work. In particular, we have indicated that substantial performance gains can occur by relatively minor modifications in function and terminal set specifications. We have also noted that "optimal" solutions derived under one set of problem specifications may not necessarily represent the best-possible solution. It is possible, we suggest, that a problem specification can introduce (inherent) performance ceilings. Larger population sizes may not be enough to compensate.
For more information and related papers on this subject, please see our website at www.sprl.umich.edu/acers.
